Established in the 1970s, today SCHÜTZ Australia is the leading supplier for sustainable packaging systems on the continent. The company manufactures and distributes SCHÜTZ ECOBULK/RECOBULK – the world’s most successful IBC system that combines the benefits of one-way packaging with those of a closed-loop system.

Together with our range of plastic drums, which includes the global flagship F1 tight-head drum and the locally designed G2 drum, we provide our customers with highly efficient, reliable and eco-friendly packaging for applications in the fields of agricultural chemicals, industrial chemicals, lubricants, food, beverages, pharmaceuticals and many dangerous goods. Offering full system solutions, SCHÜTZ Australia takes care of the collection and ecological reconditioning of the emptied packaging within the scheme of the worldwide SCHÜTZ TICKET SERVICE.

With our nationwide production service network, complemented by our offices throughout Australia and Southeast Asia, we are present in the main industrial areas of the region – ready to offer reliable supply and speedy reaction times to our customers.

Being the first and only Australian producer of IBCs featuring inner bottles with up to six layers, SCHÜTZ Australia stands for state-of-the-art production technology and continuously invests into new facilities, machinery and equipment.
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Efficient space utilisation and low weight combined with maximum safety and user friendliness – the benefits of the versatile SCHÜTZ IBC system make the ECOBULK/RECOBULK the perfect logistics tool.

**BENEFIT FROM:**
- speedy filling and discharge processes using conventional equipment
- ideal for use with automatic filling and transport systems
- large label plates for safety and fast, easy labelling
- simple discharge processes and very good evacuation of residues
- worldwide collection and reconditioning of packaging by SCHÜTZ
- perfect stackability and ideal suitability for high-bay storage systems
- static load up to 4 units high and dynamic load up to 2 units high
- no cost-intensive administration, tracking or return of empty packaging

1,000 litres capacity
REPLACING THE CURRENT FDA STANDARD BY END OF 2019

ECOBULK MX-EX ANTISTATIC
- suitability for filling products with a low flash point of ≤ 60° C
- suitability for use in areas with explosive gaseous or vaporous atmospheres
- no electrostatic charge during filling, emptying and transportation

ECOBULK MX-EV
- 6-layer inner bottle with integrated EVOH barrier
- reliable prevention of filling good permeation
- prevention of gases, such as oxygen, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, entering or escaping
- no permeation of flavours or odours
- barrier for oils and grease
- barrier preventing the diffusion of solvents

ECOBULK MX
- without UN certification
- most economical solution for non-hazardous filling goods

ECOBULK MX-EV ANTISTATIC
- 6-layer inner bottle with integrated EVOH barrier and antistatic outer layer
- combining the features of MX-EX and MX-EV

ECOBULK MX FC
- system certification according to FSSC 22000 (Food Safety System Certification, based on ISO 22000 in combination with ISO/TS 22002-4)
- contains FDA compliance of materials
- certification recognised by GFSI (Global Food Safety Initiative)
- halal and kosher certification

SCHÜTZ FOODCERT
The new food safety standard.

ECOBULK MX WITH WHITE INNER BOTTLE
- efficient UV radiation barrier
- extended shelf life of packaged products (e.g. resins and additives)

EVOH BARRIER
For particularly sensitive filling goods.

UV PROTECTION
3 x enhanced barrier against visible light.

EVOH + EX PROTECTION
No chance of permeation – even in ex-zones.

NON-DANGEROUS GOODS
For non-classified filling products.
Plastic drums by SCHÜTZ – built to meet highest standards.

As a leading supplier of packaging systems, we consistently adapt our product range to meet the needs of our customers. SCHÜTZ Australia supplies both global standard drums as well as customised product solutions for regional requirements and specific applications.

**SCHÜTZ F1 tight-head drums**
The SCHÜTZ F1 tight-head drum is a true global player. It is produced at all SCHÜTZ sites on all continents to the same design and specifications. Its outstanding characteristics are high dimensional accuracy and exceptional overall performance.

- suitable for automatic filling lines thanks to precise bung calibration and optimised bottom plate
- optimised dimensions for transport in ISO containers
- excellent handling characteristics
- can be easily moved with all standard drum grippers
- best residual draining to less than 100 ml through both bung holes
- upper ring design guarantees best stackability and optimum protection of bungs and labels

**SCHÜTZ AUTOMATIC LOCK**
The innovative seal cap system with the AUTOMATIC LOCK originality seal protects your filling products from tampering or contamination. It is impossible to open the plug without destroying the seal cap. Suitable for manual and automatic fitting.

- suitable for both food grade and dangerous goods applications
- system consists of a red sealing cap and a corresponding plug with special latching hooks
Locally designed G2 drum

Fitted with a SCHÜTZ designed dry break valve and dip-tube to prevent exposure to the filling good, these drums are available as new for particularly sensitive applications or through a more economical washed system.

- a reusable drum specifically designed for the agricultural chemical industry
- suitable for dangerous goods applications
- stackable with existing market drums
  - UV additives to protect the drum from the harsh Australian sun
  - rated to hold liquids with a maximum specific gravity of 1.6 or up to 176 kg gross weight
  - excellent environmental stress crack resistance required for herbicides that contain aggressive surfactants

- typically filled to 110 liters with approval to hold and transport hazardous chemicals including:
  - Class 6 Toxic liquids
  - Class 8 Corrosive liquids
  - Class 9 Environmentally hazardous liquids

Thanks to further local investment in 2018, the G2 drum is now also available in the EVOH barrier technology, delivering to our customers consistent and reliable prevention of filling good permeation or diffusion.
Components and accessories for IBCs and drums – for more safety, efficiency and user-friendliness.

Whether you would like to protect your team against unwanted discharge, your filling goods from contamination, or to extract or stir your liquids in a safe and efficient manner, the innovative SCHÜTZ accessories help you to get the most out of your packaging.

**SCHÜTZ dip-tube with dry-break valve**

Our dry-break valve is the result of years of R&D in order to create a valve that is durable, cost effective and directly compatible to all dry break systems currently used by the Agricultural Chemical Industry.

The patented SCHÜTZ dry-break valve with dip-tube mechanism ensures maximum extraction of liquids from drums and IBCs. It also acts as a shock absorber between the base of the packaging and valve assembly – preventing potential valve failures when handling containers.

**Dip-tube:**
- cross linked polyethylene
- stainless steel fastener ring to valve prevents suction of air
- 1 inch inner diameter dip tube

**Dry-break valve:**
- glass filled nylon
- viton seal
- stainless steel compression spring
SCHÜTZ SAFEGUARD for IBC outlet valves

Comfortable opening and closing mechanism for repeated discharge. The user-friendly operation simplifies the fulfilment of regulations for the transportation of filled and emptied containers.

Instructions:
1. Push handle slightly and lift yellow clip completely
2. Check if yellow clip is lifted completely
3. Pull handle to open valve

SCHÜTZ IMPELLER

Discover the new complete solution for maximum cleanliness, safety and economy for all products that need to be stirred or homogenized in the supply chain. The single-use system consists of an ECOBULK with an integrated SCHÜTZ Impeller.

- the IBC remains closed and sealed throughout the supply chain, even during stirring
- significantly reduced costs and effort compared to stainless steel agitators
- contamination risks are completely eliminated
Replacing components

For the IBC: all components that came into contact with the filling product – e.g. the inner bottle, screw caps and valves are replaced with new original components. For the washed G2 drums: replacement of all dip-tubes and valves where necessary.

Washing & Reusing

The IBC steel components are thoroughly cleaned and repaired if necessary. The G2 drums are washed for reuse.

Collection and reconditioning of IBCs and G2 drums.

You can request your collections online with the web form, our new mobile app, by e-mail or personally by phone – Contact us ticket.australia@schuetz.net or visit our websites www.schuetz.net/ticket and www.returnyourdrums.com.au for more information.

As RECOBULK, the SCHÜTZ IBCs provide complete product safety again. The UN approval for the container is extended for a further five years. The G2 drums are ready for the next application as well.

New cycle
Your empty packaging gets collected

Collection will take place within a few days. We will get in touch if there are any questions or to arrange a collection time.

Benefit from our intelligent recycling system.

By returning your empty IBCs and G2 drums through the SCHÜTZ TICKET SERVICE you are making an active contribution to lower costs, high quality standards, safe recycling material flows and improving the eco balance of packaging in your supply chain.